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Market Headline: Gold rebounds on drone attack on Saudi oil installations

The Monday Morning Updates



Gold rebounds off $1700, but headwinds from rising global bond yields and Dollar remains.
Drone attack on Saudi oil installations helps Gold regain safe-haven status

Early Asian Trade and Market Commentary
Gold prices firmed up on Monday morning above the psychological $1700 in Asia but still with the shadow of
rising yields and a stronger Dollar overhanging over it. Precious metal prices firmed as reports tickled in about
drone and missiles attacks on Saudi oil installations. Gold were up 0.5% and Silver 1% at 0700 SGT
Yemen's Houthi forces fired drones and missiles at the heart of Saudi Arabia's oil industry on Sunday, including a
Saudi Aramco facility at Ras Tanura vital to petroleum exports, in what the Saudi’s described as a failed assault
on global energy security. The defence ministry said the armed drone was intercepted and destroyed prior to
reaching its target. Houthis have also announced the attacks.
Gold and silver prices had on Friday moved lower, with gold at a new 9-month low and silver at a new 5-week
low. Precious metals on Friday fell for the third day on dollar strength and rising T-note yields. The dollar index
on Friday rallied to a 3-1/4 month high above 92, and the 10-year T-note yield climbed to a new 1-year high of
1.624%. Losses in silver prices were limited by Friday's better-than-expected U.S. payroll report.
Gold and Silver prices rose on Monday above Friday’s highs, reversing Friday’s losses as geopolitical risks drove
safe-haven buying. Precious metals prices rose as tensions remain high in the Middle East between the Saudi
Arabia and Houthis in Yemen in a clear escalation of hostilities. The Saudis have said that a recent U.S. decision
to revoke the designation of the Houthis as terrorists had fuelled the rise in attacks. The White House has moved
to ditch the designation, which was adopted toward the end of President Donald Trump’s time in office.
The Drone attack highlights the fragile geopolitical conditions that exist in the Middle East and many other
regions. Safe-haven demand plus dovish central bank expectations had supported the rise of gold last year but
the two drivers have waned in driving precious metal prices higher. Funds that had in 2020 been buying gold
have been liquidating their holdings in ETFs. Holdings fell to an 8-month low Thursday, down from October's
record high of 3,459.8 metric tons.
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Long silver positions in ETFs have however soared to a record high Feb 2 of 1.017 billion troy ounces, although
long silver positions fell to a 1-month low last Tuesday.
Despite safe-haven buying of Gold, headwinds remain for prices as the dollar rose past the February highs on
Friday and global bond yields continue to recover from historical lows. U.S. Treasury yields surged again on
Friday following a larger than expected US employment report.
The benchmark Comex GC April had been testing support at $1700 for the last week, touching a low of $1683 an
ounce Friday before rebounding. The $1700 for gold is an important psychological level as it signifies 60% of
retracement of the bull run of Gold from March $1450 to August $2070.
Although gold prices have found buying at the lows, prices need to press through previous support turn
resistance at $1760 to reclaim its bullish trend. Focus also remains on the development of the $1.9 trillion
stimulus bill that will be debated in the U.S. House again this week. The Senate has approved the proposed bill
but with amendments.
The Comex GC April21 contract settled -$2.20 at $1698.5 an ounce. The Comex SI Silver May21 closed -$0.174 at
$25.287.

Market View
Although the long-term structural drivers that drove Gold to historic highs last year remain in the bigger picture,
the fundamental drivers have seen its impact eroded by the opening up of economies. Although the advent of
vaccines has placed a ray of hope in eradicating the coronavirus, mass vaccinations is still deeply challenging. Yet
green shoots are emerging in some of the Covid ravage countries as indicated by better economic activity and
one-shot vaccines.
Although Gold has lost much of its appeal for investors in 2021 as compared to 2020 and the technical picture
has deteriorated in favour of the bears rather than gold bulls, deep corrections of prices are still viewed as
buying opportunities. Our market view remains bullish for the long term despite the pressure that prices had
from rising global government bond yields, which had incidentally also help the Dollar.
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER / DISCLOSURE
This publication is prepared by Phillip Futures Pte Ltd., 250 North Bridge Road, #07-01, Raffles City Tower, Singapore 179101 (Registration Number:
198305695G), which is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore ( “Phillip Futures”). By receiving or reading this publication, you agree to be
bound by the terms and limitations set out below.
This publication has been provided to you for personal use only and shall not be reproduced distributed or published by you in whole or in part, for any
purpose. If you have received this document by mistake, please delete or destroy it, and notify the sender immediately. Phillip Futures shall not be liable
for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in this publication.
The information contained in this publication has been obtained from public sources which Phillip Futures has no reason to believe are unreliable and any
analysis, forecasts, projections, expectations and opinions (collectively, the “Research”) contained in this publication are based on such information and
are expressions of belief of the individual author or the indicated source (as applicable) only. Phillip Futures has not verified this information and no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information or Research is accurate, complete, appropriate or verified or should be relied
upon as such. Any such information or Research contained in this publication is subject to change, and Phillip Futures shall not have any responsibility to
maintain or update the information or Research made available or to supply any corrections, updates or releases in connection therewith. In no event will
Phillip Futures or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited its officers, directors, employees or persons involved in
the preparation or issuance of this report, (i) be liable in any manner whatsoever for any consequences (including but not limited to any special, direct,
indirect, incidental or consequential losses, loss of profits and damages) of any reliance or usage of this publication or (ii) accept any legal responsibility
from any person who receives this publication, even if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages. You must make the final investment decision
and accept all responsibility for your investment decision including but not limited to your reliance on the information, data and/or other materials presented
in this publication.
Any opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, valuations and prices contained in this material are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at
any time without prior notice.
Past performance of any product referred to in this publication is not indicative of future results.
This report does not constitute, and should not be used as a substitute for, tax, legal or investment advice. This publication should not be relied upon
exclusively or as authoritative without further being subject to the recipient’s own independent verification and exercise of judgment. The fact that this
publication has been made available constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a representation that any product
described in this material is suitable or appropriate for the recipient. Recipients should be aware that many of the products which may be described in this
publication involve significant risks and may not be suitable for all investors, and that any decision to enter into transactions involving such products should
not be made unless all such risks are understood and an independent determination has been made that such transactions would be appropriate. Any
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discussion of the risks contained herein with respect to any product should not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of
such risks.
Nothing in this report shall be construed to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any product. Any decision to purchase any product
mentioned in this research should take into account existing public information, including any registered prospectus in respect of such product.
Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons
involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may provide an array of financial services to a large number of corporations in Singapore and
worldwide, including but not limited to commercial / investment banking activities (including sponsorship, financial advisory or underwriting activities),
brokerage or securities trading activities. Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its
officers, directors, employees or persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may have participated in or invested in transactions with
the issuer(s) of the securities mentioned in this publication, and may have performed services for or solicited business from such issuers. Additionally,
Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons
involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may have provided advice or investment services to such companies and investments or related
investments as may be mentioned in this publication.
Phillip Futures or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons involved
in the preparation or issuance of this report may, from time to time maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or
options, purchase or sell, make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation in
respect of the foregoing. Investments will be denominated in various currencies including US dollars and Euro and thus will be subject to any fluctuation
in exchange rates between US dollars and Euro or foreign currencies and the currency of your own jurisdiction. Such fluctuations may have an adverse
effect on the value, price or income return of the investment.
To the extent permitted by law, Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors,
employees or persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may at any time engage in any of the above activities as set out above or
otherwise hold a interest, whether material or not, in respect of companies and investments or related investments which may be mentioned in this
publication. Accordingly, information may be available to Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not
limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, which is not reflected in this material, and
Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons involved
in the preparation or issuance of this report, may, to the extent permitted by law, have acted upon or used the information prior to or immediately following
its publication. Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited its officers, directors, employees or
persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may have issued other material that is inconsistent with, or reach different conclusions from,
the contents of this material.
The information, tools and material presented herein are not directed, intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or
country where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to the applicable law or regulation or which would subject Phillip Futures
to any registration or licensing or other requirement, or penalty for contravention of such requirements within such jurisdiction.
Section 27 of the Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110) of Singapore and the MAS Notice on Recommendations on Investment Products (FAA-N01) do not
apply in respect of this publication.
This material is intended for general circulation only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular
needs of any particular person. The products mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors and a person receiving or reading this material
should seek advice from a professional and financial adviser regarding the legal, business, financial, tax and other aspects including the suitability of such
products, taking into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of that person, before making a commitment to invest
in any of such products.
Please contact Phillip Futures at [65 65338017] in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this document.
This report is only for the purpose of distribution in Singapore.
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